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Maintaining Radioactive Material Security Through Rules, Not Orders
posted on Tue, 03 May 2016 18:01:34 +0000
Kim Lukes Health Physicist Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards The NRC’s rulemaking process can be lengthy. This ensures that
members of the public and interested stakeholders have an opportunity to participate and provide feedback on new requirements as they are

developed.
There are occasions, though, when we need to move quickly. In these cases, the
Commission can issue “orders” to any licensee to require them to address an issue promptly. Following the Sept. 11 attacks, we revised our approach
to security for certain radioactive materials. The NRC issued new security requirements via “orders” to certain licensees requiring added protective
measures when using and transporting certain types and amounts of radioactive material. The new requirements focused on materials the
International Atomic Energy Agency designates as Category 1 and 2; which are the two most safety significant quantities. The strongest restrictions
were placed on these categories of radioactive material through the NRC orders due to their type and quantity, which can pose the greatest potential
risk to health if used to do harm. The requirements included background checks to ensure that people with access to radioactive materials are
trustworthy and reliable. The orders also required access controls to areas where radioactive materials are stored and security barriers to prevent theft
of portable devices. Over the longer term, the NRC developed new regulations to formalize the requirements in the security orders. The creation of
Part 37 to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, published in 2013, was intended to replace the orders. These rules ensure strong regulatory
standards are maintained for the protection of certain types and quantities of radioactive material. NRC licensees were required to meet the new
regulations in March 2014. The NRC has agreements with 37 states allowing them to regulate radioactive materials. The Agreement States had to
adopt compatible Part 37 security requirements, and their licensees had until March 19, 2016, to comply. Because licensees are now in compliance
with the new rules, the NRC has rescinded a series of material security orders. There is no change to security for these categories of radioactive
material. These licensees have maintained the same higher level of security since we first issued the orders. We are rescinding them because they are
no longer needed. Licensees are complying with the Part 37 rules, instead of the orders. More details about the rescissions and our security
requirements can be found here and in 10 CFR Part 37-Physical Protection of Category 1 and Category 2 Quantities of Radioactive Material.
Comments
comment #1653675 posted on 2016-05-04 18:59:19 by Anonymous
This is all well and wonderful for the security of safeguarding of radioactive material falling into bad hands. Why does not the agency give the same
treatment for JLD Lessons Learnt task force enforcements orders, for example the modifications to the containment via the Interim Staff Guidance
JLD-ISG-2015-01, remedies to Hardened Vents through a rule making??? Why NRC fell short of making a Rule to those orders, which were more
poignant and a breach to the containment would be more catastrophic than radioactive material falling into bad hands? Just a thought, though out of
context for this blog? Why this deferential treatment to that issue, it looks like the agency is cherry picking the issues? Will the moderator care to
comment (if appropriate, in the other blog, if you prefer).
comment #1653720 posted on 2016-05-05 14:07:30 by Moderator in response to comment #1653675
The NRC is in the midst of a rulemaking that covers the Mitigation Strategies order and several other actions related to lessons learned from
Fukushima. The Commission, in considering the staff's preliminary work on the containment protection rule, concluded the Order already provides
the level of enhancement the rule would. The Commission decided the staff should focus its limited rulemaking resources on more significant issues.
Scott Burnell Moderator: We will leave your question and this answer on this blog post; however, additional questions unrelated to this blog post
should be posted to our Open Forum section.
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Throwback Thursday – A Mid-60s Model
posted on Thu, 05 May 2016 14:03:57 +0000

A Commissioner from the Atomic Energy
Commission (NRC’s predecessor agency) is seen here standing with a model of an inexpensive sub-critical assembly unit showing detailed technical
information on its design, fabrication and operating characteristics. The presentation ceremony of the model took place in 1964 at the International
Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, Austria. Can anyone name the AEC Commissioner? Hint: he is on the far left. Bonus points if you can name the
IAEA Director General next to him. Photo credit: IAEA
Comments
comment #1653712 posted on 2016-05-05 12:54:40 by Frank Crescenzo
Gerald Tape
comment #1653714 posted on 2016-05-05 13:23:38 by
Gerald Tape
comment #1653741 posted on 2016-05-05 20:46:37 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #1653708
So you don't know anything about this subject or the work these men did, BUT you're certain that women would have improved it. Hint: if it is sexist
if you reverse the genders, it was sexist to begin with.
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comment #1653706 posted on 2016-05-05 11:10:42 by Moderator in response to comment #1653704
Yes, that's Dr. Eklund, but the AEC Commissioner is not Seaborg. Moderator
comment #1653704 posted on 2016-05-05 10:22:46 by Russell Thompson
Glenn Seaborg and General Sigvard Eklund, I think.
comment #1653708 posted on 2016-05-05 11:56:34 by Nikohl Vandel
Lol, I love throwback Thursday! I'm clueless newbie, yet there's no women there which is why this industry is likely so lost in so many ways. Thanks
for bringing fun and safety sanity back for us. These dudes needed help they didn't listen to very well.
comment #1653713 posted on 2016-05-05 13:01:37 by Moderator in response to comment #1653712
You are right, sir! Moderator
comment #1653710 posted on 2016-05-05 12:47:29 by Forrest J. Remick in response to comment #1653706
A little bit of history for your historian not directly associated with the picture but associated with Dr. Eklund. In 1965, I was nominated by the
Operator Licensing Branch of the AEC for the position of Director of the Training Branch of the Department of Technical Assistance of the IAEA in
Vienna, Austria. The position is at an international diplomatic level. The Deputy Director General of the IAEA, Upenda Goswami, was opposed to
my appointment because at age 34, I would have been the youngest individual ever appointed to that level in the IAEA. To resolve the issue, I was
asked to meet with the IAEA Director General, Sigvard Eklund, at the UN in New York City. Eklund approve my appointment and to Goswami's
credit at my retirement party in 1967 he admitted that he had been mistaken, something politicians have great difficulty doing.

A Bit of NRC Myth Busting -- Part I
posted on Tue, 10 May 2016 16:23:31 +0000

We’ve taken a few of the interesting comments we’ve received on our Facebook page
Eric Stahl Acting Public Affairs Officer
and posed them to our experts for their take on the question, suggestion or assertion. Here are their responses. One Facebook user suggested that
nuclear waste could be “encased in thick high strength concrete, then dropped into a churning volcano. It would sink into the magma and
over a time it would disperse.” (We took the liberty of cleaning up the typos.) Spent fuel must be handled and stored with care due to its
radioactivity. The only way radioactive waste becomes harmless is through decay, which can take hundreds of thousands of years. As a result, the
waste must be stored and disposed of in a way that provides protection to the public for a very long time.
Dropping spent fuel into an active volcano would run counter to this idea. Radioactive material could be
released into the atmosphere, causing a hazard to people and the environment. Another Facebook user, on
our post about renewing licenses for nuclear power plants beyond the original license renewal, wrote
this: “Beyond 60 years Ͳ They are about to blow now you idiots.” Contrary to what Hollywood often
presents in television and movies, U.S. nuclear reactors are designed with numerous safety features,
including containment buildings that continue to protect people and the environment. The nuclear fuel
can’t explode, and many reinforcing safety systems would prevent or control the buildup of flammable
gases during an accident. NRC inspectors spend more than 6,000 hours (on average) performing
inspection-related activities at each reactor site. In addition, the NRC has a robust aging management
program to ensure that the country’s oldest reactors continue to operate safely. Keep in mind that
regardless of the age of any reactor, the NRC has authority to address safety issues at any time. Another
Facebook commenter had concerns about the current dry cask storage system. He writes: “All that
nuclear waste is being stored in the ground in what is supposed to be 5000 year containers, what if an
earthquake hit the storage facility?” All nuclear waste storage containers, known as “casks,” that are
used to store spent fuel in the United States undergo a thorough safety review by the NRC before they’re
certified for use. All casks licensed by the NRC must demonstrate their ability to withstand earthquakes
and other natural hazards. Once the casks are put into use, they’re continuously monitored for leaks and periodically inspected by the NRC. Come
back tomorrow for Part II!
Comments
comment #1654200 posted on 2016-05-10 23:02:50 by
Nonsense, in a short time rockets will become ecconomicaly viable for radioactive waste disposal
comment #1654350 posted on 2016-05-12 15:19:11 by Donna Gilmore
Regarding renewing nuclear reactor licenses, there are critical parts of nuclear plants that are not inspected and not maintained, because it's difficult
or impossible to do so or for possibly other reasons. These parts were engineers for a 40 year lifespan, yet as we know, parts are failing even before
the engineered lifespan. At recent NRC technical meetings regarding nuclear reactor license renewal, these issues were discussed.
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comment #1654329 posted on 2016-05-12 11:51:44 by Donna Gilmore
The NRC continues to approve thin-walled (mostly 1/2" thick) spent nuclear fuel canisters that cannot be inspected (even on the outside), cannot be
maintained, and cannot be repaired. See links to NRC documents and government sponsored reports substantiating these facts at
SanOnofreSafety.org. There is no NRC requirement for continuous monitoring for radiation leaks. The NRC only requires quarterly monitoring of
radiation levels near the casks. In the initial NRC 20-year canister/cask certification, aging issues and aging management issues are not evaluated or
certified by the NRC. Neither are transportation requirements. NRC transport regulations require intact canisters (e.g., not even partial cracks). These
thin-walled stainless steel canisters are susceptible to short-term stress corrosion cracking. A similar component (a waste water tank) at the Koeberg
nuclear power plant leaked in 17 years from cracks that were deeper (up to 0.61") than the thickness of most U.S. thin-walled canisters (0.50"). A
Diablo Canyon canister was found to have all the conditions for cracking in a 2-year old canister. No one knows if any of the current U.S. canisters
have started cracking or how deep the cracks might be, since they cannot be inspected for cracks. We won't know until AFTER they leak radiation
into the environment. Most U.S. canisters have been in use less than 10 years. Most of the rest of the world uses thick-walled metal casks (~ 10" to
almost 20" thick) that do not have any of the above problems. They meet U.S. and international manufacturing standards for storage and transport.
The NRC has not approved them for transport because no vendor has requested the NRC evaluate them for transport. It costs vendors millions of
dollars for NRC certification, so they will only seek NRC approval once this becomes a need (e.g., a customer requests this). The NRC has approved
thick-walled casks for storage. However, utilities have migrated away from thick casks due to costs. Unless the NRC raises its minimum dry storage
standards, the U.S. will continue to have nuclear waste stored in unsafe canisters that could start failing in the near future. There are no seismic
evaluations done or required on partially cracked canisters. NRC Director of the Spent Fuel Management Division, Mark Lombard, knows all this. At
SanOnofreSafety.org see videos with Mark Lombard and Holtec canister vendor CEO Dr. Kris Singh admitting these canisters cannot be inspected.
Dr. Singh admits even if you could find a crack, even a microscopic crack will release millions of curies of radiation into the environment; and even
if you found a way to repair the cracks robotically, it would only introduce another area for cracking, so he doesn't recommend repairing even if you
could. Once spent fuel pools are empty, the NRC approves destruction of the spent fuel pools, even though this is the only currently approved method
to retrieve fuel from failing canisters or otherwise deal with problem canisters or problem fuel. Canister vendors proposed loading leaking canisters
into a thick cask (like Russian Dolls). However, according to NRC's Mark Lombard, they have not submitted an application to the NRC to approve
any casks for this purpose. There would need to be thermal and other evaluations done. And then how do you ever transport that cask? Or replace the
canister or remove the fuel? Each of these canisters contains more Cesium-137 than was released from Chernobyl. There are over 2000 of these
"Chernobyl" cans stored at U.S. nuclear power plants and more being added every year.
comment #1654232 posted on 2016-05-11 09:26:11 by djysrv in response to comment #1654200
Let's see . . what's your solution if the rocket launch fails? #Elon_Musk
comment #1654233 posted on 2016-05-11 09:28:08 by djysrv
The Apollo 13 RTGs were disposed of this way. The devices were engineered to survive a failed launch .so there is little risk of any PU-238
contamination from them. http://www.spacesafetymagazine.com/aerospace-engineering/nuclear-propulsion/will-anyone-recover-apollo-13splutonium/
comment #1654917 posted on 2016-05-19 15:45:41 by Mike Brennan
I am disappointed the NRC would support the statement, "The only way radioactive waste becomes harmless is through decay, which can take
hundreds of thousands of years." While it is true that the uranium and some transuranics have very long half-lives, the fission fragments that make
fresh spent fuel radioactively dangerous generally have much shorter half lives. Depending on the type of fuel and who long it was in the reactor it
should decay to about the original activity of the fuel in about 300 years, and be safe to handle with modest precautions in less than 100 years. The
idea that it has to be isolated from the environment longer human history is not supported by the facts.
comment #1654167 posted on 2016-05-10 15:00:16 by Malcolm Patterson
Your first reader suggested disposing of radioactive waste in magma. For the reasons you mentioned, a volcano is not suitable. On the other hand,
depositing nuclear waste in the ocean floor could achieve the same objective, though it would take a very long time. If we were to place the waste in
a subduction zone (where the seabed is sliding under another plate of the Earth's crust) tectonics would eventually move it into the Earth's mantle.
Oceanic disposal of nuclear waste is currently forbidden, but it may be reconsidered periodically, starting in just a few years.

A Bit of NRC Myth Busting -- Part II
posted on Wed, 11 May 2016 14:52:07 +0000

As we said in yesterday's Part I, we've taken a few of the interesting comments we’ve
Eric Stahl Acting Public Affairs Officer
received on our Facebook page and posed them to our experts for their take on the question, suggestion or assertion. Here are their responses. One
user had several ideas for dealing with spent fuel including “mixing it in glass” and then burying it “in ice in Antarctica” or “blasting the
glass off to Venus or Mars.” Mixing spent fuel with glass, a process known as “vitrification,” is one method that has been tested to treat nuclear
waste in several countries. The idea supposes that mixing radioactive waste with other materials will create a more stable solution that won’t degrade
over time. In the U.S., over 50 million gallons of liquid waste from plutonium production at the
Hanford site in Washington State will be vitrified and then stored onsite. DOE, who is responsible
for oversight at Hanford, expects radioactivity levels in the material to greatly reduce in the future.
If the country’s nuclear waste disposal policy was to turn toward vitrification, an application
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would need to come from the Department of Energy to the NRC. The NRC would be responsible
for regulation. However, burying vitrified spent fuel in Antarctica isn’t an option. Article V of the
Antarctic Treaty of 1959, which the U.S. signed, prohibits the disposal of nuclear waste in

Antarctica.
Sending vitrified spent fuel into space would be a risky and
prohibitively expensive idea. According to NASA, it costs approximately $10,000 per pound to send things into orbit. Considering there’s currently
more than 70,000 tons of spent fuel in the United States, shooting it into space wouldn’t be cost effective. In addition, a catastrophic accident
involving a spacecraft hauling nuclear waste into space could cause radioactive material to contaminate the environment. In any event, U.S. policy
for spent fuel disposal is to place it in a deep geologic repository. Until and unless Congress changes the law, that will remain the policy. And,
finally, there are multiple comments about the wisdom and benefit of new reactor designs, especially one using fissile uranium salt. The NRC
is working to ensure we have the expertise available to review future advanced reactors (such as molten salt or high-temperature gas designs). The
NRC will determine if those future designs are acceptable for U.S. use, and we’re working with the Department of Energy to inform advanced reactor
designers how the review process will work. The NRC’s role, though, is regulating new designs, not initiating them.

Comments
comment #1654705 posted on 2016-05-16 16:33:59 by Bryan Chesebrough
As several commenters have pointed out, there are many GEN IV Designs that could utilize "Spent Nuclear Fuel" as a fuel source. (Makes one
wonder why it isn't referred to as "UN-Spent Nuclear Fuel") But anyway, perhaps part of the NEW regulatory regime of the NRC should be to
provide suggestions to both the legisislative and executive branches of our government on how remaining fissile materials from LWRs might be
utilized. Existing Nuclear Facilities had been contributing approx $750 Million annually to the Nuclear Waste Fund and there is currently approx a
$25 Billion balance in the fund. Conceivably, the NRC might suggest to Congress that a portion of this reserve balance be provided for development
of any GEN IV reactor designs that have the potential for significantly reducing the amount of UNspent Nuclear Fuel through the production of
energy. I saw somewhere in the NRC blog a comment by an NRC representative - something to the effect "Many new designs look good on paper,
the difficulties arise when you actually try to build them". With that mind set we'd still be running our submarines and aircraft carriers on diesel or
gas-turbine engines, Say what you like about Hyman Rickover, he had the vision, conviction, and tenacity to relentlessly advocate for something he
believed in and ultimately prevailed. Is it too much to ask that the NRC and the DOE use their expertise to make some suggestions to our elected
officials on how we might proceed? After all, we have already spent in excess of $10 Billion on Yucca's on again-off again history and it doesn't hold
the promise of future utilization of the material without one of the NEW Nuclear design approaches being realized.
comment #1654692 posted on 2016-05-16 14:09:36 by Anonymous
I think if staff does not have anything serious to do, don't throw such wreckless ideas such as shooting waste into space etc. We have enough head
ache as such, storing these in fuel pools and in ISFSIs at site and keeping the environmental types off our backs. Please concentrate on other serious
issues!
comment #1654328 posted on 2016-05-12 11:23:08 by Garry Morgan
Speaking of myth busting. Billions spent on nuclear reactors never used, billions spent on underground storage along with fraudulent activity
involved in the underground repository. Why would you build such a site as an underground repository without acquiring water rights or other rights
for land use (NRC refused licensing for this very reason.) prior to spending in excess of 10 billion dollars, that is not only busting the myth of frugal
spending, it is busting the myth that some folks within the nuclear industry and our government are not insane?? Is this the future of nuclear power
which is not a myth, the benefit of corporate charlatans and not the people?
comment #1654326 posted on 2016-05-12 11:15:35 by Bryan Chesebrough
It is gratifying for the NRC to recognize that they have a defining role in regulating NEW advanced reactor designs. It is a little disingenuous to
suggest that this has always been the position of the NRC. The work of Dr. Charles Till on the IFR at Argonne National Lab and the work of Dr.
Alvin Weinberg on the MSRE at Oak Ridge National Lab stimulated insufficient intellectual curiosity on the part of NRC officials to seriously
petition congress to fund the NRC to initiate efforts to develop sufficient expertise to develop a regulatory pathway for anything other than LWRs. It
would be interesting to ask your experts why this condition existed and persisted for so long.
comment #1654254 posted on 2016-05-11 13:51:24 by Mitch
This is one Chicken Little topic. If it were up to engineers instead of wind-vane politicians spinning to a frightful FUD-fed public, this "mega
problem" would've been long laid to rest thousands of feet down generations ago.
comment #1654260 posted on 2016-05-11 15:34:38 by drgenenelson in response to comment #1654254
Since only a tiny fraction of the energy from fission is recovered from so-called "Spent Nuclear Fuel" (SNF) it is important to recognize that some of
the proposed reactor designs, such as the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) will use SNF as fuel.
comment #1654363 posted on 2016-05-12 23:01:42 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #1654260
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There are plenty of reactors, existing and proposed, which can take "spent" LWR fuel as fuel. These include: 1. Pretty much any graphite-moderated
reactor. 2. Heavy-water reactors. 3. Fast-spectrum reactors, which require separation of the LWR fuel into fissile and fertile components but can
consume ~99% of it eventually. There is AFAIK one reactor proposal aimed at taking spent LWR fuel and dissolving it in salts without much in the
way of other processing, and that is TransAtomic. TransAtomic has a lower fissile loading than a fast-spectrum reactor but doesn't achieve as much
total fuel utilization.

Nuclear History: A Dramatic Address and a Long Ovation
posted on Tue, 17 May 2016 13:10:39 +0000

Then President Dwight D. Eisenhower can be seen
here just after delivering a dramatic address to the United Nations General Assembly, in New York City. The address was given on Dec. 8, 1953 and
ended this way: “The United States pledges before you – and therefore before the world – its determination to help solve the fearful atomic dilemma
– to devote its entire heart and mind to find the way by which the miraculous inventiveness of man shall not be dedicated to his death, but
consecrated to this life.” The ovation that followed lasted a full 10 minutes. The full text of the speech can be found here. Photo Credit: United
Nations / New York; IAEA Imagebank
Comments
comment #1657239 posted on 2016-06-19 12:06:45 by jdks ks in response to comment #1654775
Great History.
comment #1654822 posted on 2016-05-18 09:26:57 by Moderator in response to comment #1654782
We previously highlighted Atoms for Peace in a Throwback Thursday quiz, which can be found here: https://public-blog.nrcgateway.gov/2014/07/17/throwback-thursday-atoms-for-peace/ Moderator
comment #1654784 posted on 2016-05-17 21:09:15 by Anonymous
This president (A war general) truly deserves to be rcocognized as a great one - defended a great nation during testing times (Cold War) and brokered
for 'Atoms For Peace.' Truly paved for Nuclear Energy, My heart goes out for this War Hero.
comment #1654782 posted on 2016-05-17 20:23:30 by djysrv
Curious why you couldn't print the words "Atoms for Peace" as part of the blog post. It is the most enduring message of the speech. Just ask the
Eisenhower library. https://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/atoms_for_peace.html
comment #1654775 posted on 2016-05-17 14:37:01 by Moderator in response to comment #1654771
You are correct. He was president at the time he gave the address. He is former for the purposes of a caption posted in current day. We've adjusted
the verbiage to be more clear. Moderator
comment #1654771 posted on 2016-05-17 14:04:46 by Zack Hayman
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Ike was not a former President in Dec. 1953; he was in his first year as president and thus spoke as such.

Taking a Look at an Independent Review of Spent Fuel Pool Safety and Security
posted on Fri, 20 May 2016 16:45:09 +0000
Scott Burnell Public Affairs Officer A recently published National Academy of Sciences report includes the academy’s latest thoughts on enhancing
the safety and security of spent nuclear fuel storage. The NRC gave NAS the funding for the study at the direction of Congress. This report is Phase 2
of the NAS work; we’ll recap Phase 1 in a moment. The agency sponsored the two-phase NAS study to identify lessons learned from the Fukushima
accident and to follow up on previous NAS recommendations on spent fuel safety and security. The earlier NAS work looked at these same topics
after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, and led to a 2004 report (our response to Congress about the 2004 report is on the agency’s website). As the
NAS gathered information for the latest report, they talked with NRC staff and received NRC documents related to relevant regulatory programs and
requirements. Our first look at the Phase 2 NAS report did not identify any safety or security issues that would require immediate action by the NRC.
U.S. nuclear power plant security is extremely robust; the plants are some of the best protected facilities in the world. We have a long record of
studying and analyzing the safety and security of spent fuel storage. Some of these studies have resulted in security enhancements. For example, after
the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the NRC’s security assessments resulted in improvements to security at nuclear power plants, and strengthened the plants’
coordination with other federal and state agencies in responding to security threats. Our post-Fukushima requirements for U.S. reactors have
enhanced spent fuel pool safety. For example, we required plants to improve the ability of operators to monitor the water level in spent fuel pools.
We also required plants to develop new strategies for adding water to these pools to keep them cool, even under the conditions that might exist
following an extreme natural event, like a severe earthquake or flood. Looking at all the available information, we remain confident U.S. spent fuel is
safely and securely stored. The Phase 2 NAS report looks ahead to some areas that NAS believes warrant further study or action. We’ll evaluate the
NAS report and its recommendations to see if we need to take any further action in the long run. The staff plans to provide the Commission with its
assessment of the NAS Phase 2 report later this year. We know the public has questions about safely and securely storing spent nuclear fuel, so the
NRC website includes key points and frequently asked questions and answers. We expect to update this information once we’ve finished assessing
the NAS report. We looked at the NAS Phase 1 report in 2014. That report looked at the causes of the Fukushima accident and also identified lessons
for improving nuclear power plant safety systems and operations. The staff provided the Commission an assessment of the Phase 1 report in SECY15-0059. In our final assessment of the Phase 1 report, we determined that all of the NAS recommendations were being addressed by completed and
ongoing NRC activities.
Comments
comment #1655025 posted on 2016-05-20 13:39:41 by stock
I believe that it is almost criminal that spent fuel at least 5 years aged, has not already been dry-casked.
comment #1655026 posted on 2016-05-20 13:46:43 by Engineer-Poet
Unless and until the actual hazards of SNF storage come up to 50% of the documented and repeatedly-demonstrated ones of dumped coal ash and
GHGs sourced from all fossil and "renewable" fuels, no further effort should be wasted on making it yet safer. This effort should instead be used to
increase the use of nuclear power, to reduce those greater hazards from other energy sources.
comment #1655186 posted on 2016-05-23 11:32:19 by Engineer-Poet in response to comment #1655048
Every time I see UCS mentioned, I know I'm going to see a heap of straw-man arguments, half-truths and other logical fallacies.
The fact that BECO, Entergy, NRC, FEMA and MEMA all allowed Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station to remain on line during Nor’easters
and blizzards knowing (at least since the Blizzard of “78) that the switch yard was likely to ground fault and cause a LOOP (which it has
done eight times)
The intentional deception here is that ALL plants are susceptible to switchyard shorts under such conditions and can be brought off-line.
speaks to a culture that recklessly gambles with public safety until challenged.
This is a non-sequitur. LOOP is not a safety threat. Painting it as such is nothing short of a lie.
Pilgrim’s last Nor’easter Scram in January, 2015 was labelled a close call by the UCS.
UCS should be disbanded and its donors, management and spokespeople made to pay for the damage they've done.
comment #1655048 posted on 2016-05-20 22:18:44 by William Maurer
The fact that BECO, Entergy, NRC, FEMA and MEMA all allowed Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station to remain on line during Nor'easters and blizzards
knowing (at least since the Blizzard of "78) that the switch yard was likely to ground fault and cause a LOOP (which it has done eight times) speaks
to a culture that recklessly gambles with public safety until challenged. Pilgrim's last Nor'easter Scram in January, 2015 was labelled a close call by
the UCS. Root cause determinations and corrective action plans addressing Pilgrim's switch yard vulnerabilities have been a miserable failure and the
switch yard remains as vulnerable to failure during severe winter weather today as it was in 1978. It was only public pressure revealing this risk
taking behavior after the 2015 switch yard failure at Pilgrim that caused the NRC and MEMA to "suggest" Entergy preemptively take Pilgrim off line
in advance of NOAA blizzard warnings. Connecting the dots between Pilgrim's ongoing uncorrected switch yard vulnerability during blizzards that
coincidentally make evacuations impossible for days only requires common sense. I can't help but believe there was a conscious decision to role the
dice at Pilgrim by government regulatory and safety professionals who are mandated to protect/insure public safety first and foremost. Therefore I
have no faith in Entergy and the NRC's expressions of "confidence" in Pilgrim's safety, in this case SNF storage. Similarly I also believe FEMA and
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MEMA play their own brand of less than adequate heads up ball relative to emergency planning and that creating merely a perception of public
safety the unspoken but understood mission and purpose of these agencies.

The 411 on NRC Fees for Licensees
posted on Wed, 25 May 2016 13:58:40 +0000

Michele Kaplan Team Leader License Fee Policy Team
The NRC is an independent agency chartered
by Congress to regulate the civilian use of nuclear materials. By law, we’re required to recover 90 percent of our budget from the companies and
people that we provide services to (such as applicants for licenses, operating nuclear power plants that we inspect, etc.) The two main laws that
govern NRC’s fee recovery are called the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1952, and the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990, as amended.
Here are some common questions (and answers) about the NRC’s fee structure and process. Q. Does the NRC get all of its funding from the fees
that it charges? A. No, all NRC funding is appropriated by Congress. The 90 percent of our budget that we collect in fees is paid to the U.S.
Treasury. This is called “cost recovery.” Q. How are the NRC’s budget and the NRC’s fees related? A. Each year, Congress decides the amount
of the NRC’s budget. As our budget increases or decreases, or as the number of applicants and licensees increases or decreases, the amount that must
still be recovered from fees may cause the fees to go up or down in a given year. Q. How does the NRC determine the amount of the fees? A. The
NRC goes through a rulemaking process each year that describes the cost recovery process and allows members of the public to comment on the
proposed fees, which is then followed by publication of the final fees. Q. What are the different types of fees? A. There are hourly and annual fees.
Hourly fees are charged according to how much work the NRC performs for a particular applicant or license. For example, a company with a reactor
license may pay $5 million in annual fees, and, in addition, may pay $200,000 for hourly fees because they asked the NRC to review and approve an
amendment to their license. Annual fees recover regulatory costs not directly attributed to a licensing action or oversight of a specific license. Q.
What is the hourly staff fee? A. Currently, the staff fee is $268 per hour. This hourly rate includes the internal
costs that are necessary to operate the agency, such as human resources, rent, computer support, etc. Our fees are
published every year and the current fees can be found here. Q. If I want to submit something to the NRC for
review, can you tell me what the review will cost? A. It depends. For some applications, such as import licenses
or sealed sources, the NRC charges a flat fee to complete the entire review. For other applications, the NRC charges
hourly rates for the full amount of time that agency staff spends on the review of that particular application. Some
applications require more review than others. Q. Are there exceptions for small businesses? A. Yes, the NRC
does take into consideration “small entities.” Please see more information here. Q. How much does it cost to get a
new reactor design certified by the NRC? A. The two reactor designs most recently certified by the NRC resulted
in fees of between $45 million and $70 million. These costs included hourly fees for pre-application interactions
between NRC and the applicant, the NRC’s review of the application itself, and the NRC’s review of application
revisions that were submitted by the applicant. Q. What if I want to discuss a potential application with the NRC but don’t have the money to
pay large fees? A. You’re encouraged to call or email the NRC staff to discuss your questions or to set up a meeting. Short, infrequent meetings of a
general nature may not be billed. However, more in-depth or technical meetings, or activities such as the review of applications, will incur fees. Still
want to know more? A longer list of Q&As are available here.
Comments
comment #1655364 posted on 2016-05-25 10:55:43 by Charles Ferrell
Thank you for this information which I never knew. I worked for the AEC in Oak Ridge and Germantown and later for the NRC in Bethesda and
Rockville. I reviewed byproduct and source material applications ,served as the Technical Assistant to the Office of the Hearing Examiners for
reactor licensing and contract appeals cases and last in research. You might be interested in the Health Physics Distinguished Public Service Award I
received in 2015 (See Health Physics The Radiation Safety Journal VOL 109.No.6, December 2015 Keep up the fine work Charles Ferrell Retired
Nuclear Engineer/Health Physics US NRC/AEC, DOD, US Army Chemical Corps and Third Armored Division
comment #1655371 posted on 2016-05-25 14:09:53 by Donna Gilmore
What is the NRC fee to license a spent fuel dry cask storage system? What is the NRC fee to license a spent fuel transport cask? What is the fee for a
license amendment for these? Thanks for this information.
comment #1655441 posted on 2016-05-26 23:08:00 by Anonymous
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This Q/A is well orchestrated as though NRC is not writing the safety eval chapter-by -chapter to the invoice PM/staff charge the licensee for
services rendered, hardly it is true! On the contrary, the licensee will question hours improperly charged, are you kidding me? Remitted to treasurey
and Congress Appropriating Budget hey !
comment #1655519 posted on 2016-05-27 17:38:35 by Donna Gilmore in response to comment #1655490
Which storage cask designs were these?
comment #1655490 posted on 2016-05-27 08:51:01 by Moderator in response to comment #1655371
Our two most recent reviews of new storage cask designs required, on average, 1,802 NRC staff hours (at a cost of $482,936, based on the $268
hourly rate for FY2015). For transport, the two most recent reviews required an average of 1,835 NRC staff hours (or $491,780). The fees for
reviewing spent fuel cask designs can vary widely, depending on the complexity of the review. For example, new designs or amendments that make
changes involving new analyses will cost significantly more than renewals or minor amendments. The most complex reviews may require contract
support, which can add another $100,000 to the total cost. Mark Lombard
comment #1655876 posted on 2016-05-31 15:53:42 by Moderator in response to comment #1655519
Approved cask designs are listed here: http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/designs.html The HoltecHI-STORM UMAX and HI-STORM
FW were the most recent reviews. Mark Lombard

NRC's Preparations for Hurricane Season Enable Quick Response – If Necessary
posted on Fri, 27 May 2016 15:08:50 +0000
Roger Hannah Senior Public Affairs Officer Region II The hurricane season officially begins next week, and this year hurricane experts are
predicting 12-14 named storms in the Atlantic with at least a couple of major hurricanes. After two years of seeing a below average number of
storms, some of those experts are saying this could be an unpredictable and potentially dangerous season.

As they do prior to every hurricane season, NRC staff members are
preparing for the challenge and will be ready for any storms that make landfall and threaten the facilities we regulate. NRC preparations begin with
training for all those staff members who might have to respond during a storm, testing of communications systems, and inspections to confirm that
nuclear power plants in hurricane-prone areas have completed their extensive hurricane preparations. The annual hurricane season runs until Nov. 30,
and the NRC staff routinely tracks each storm from formation until dissipation, constantly evaluating whether it could pose a threat to U.S. nuclear
plants and other NRC-licensed facilities. If a storm approaches the mainland, the NRC regional offices provide regular updates to the NRC’s
Headquarters Operations Center in Rockville, Md. Depending on the location of the storm, the Region II office in Atlanta, the Region I office outside
Philadelphia, or the Region IV office in Arlington, Texas, may be involved. These briefings include information about staffing of the regional
Incident Response Centers, assignment of additional staff to supplement the NRC resident inspectors at the potentially affected plants, and actions
underway to ensure continuous communications with NRC-licensed facilities along the projected path of the storm. Before a storm even forms, the
NRC’s regional offices make sure that appropriate equipment, including satellite phones, are available and operational. When a storm does form and
its projected path shows possible impact on a coastline, one or more of the regional offices begins continuous hurricane tracking using the resources
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Hurricane Center, other federal agencies and commercial weather forecasting
services. Within 48 hours of expected hurricane force winds, NRC officials are dispatched to the State Emergency Operations Centers in the affected
states. Additional NRC personnel are identified and placed “on-call” to respond if needed for any storm-induced emergency. About 12 hours before
the arrival of hurricane force winds, the agency will begin receiving continuous status updates from all of the NRC-licensed facilities in the
hurricane’s path. Communications links will also be established with state emergency response officials and other federal response agencies. During
a storm’s landfall, NRC staff members maintain close contact with the plant staff and with NRC resident inspectors on site. If normal
communications are lost, emergency communications systems are used. Following any hurricane, the NRC inspectors help assess the extent of any
damage to the facility and, if necessary, respond to any storm-induced problems. The agency also works closely with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency to determine when evacuation routes are passable and offsite emergency response organizations will be sufficiently recovered
from the hurricane response to resume normal activities. We all hope 2016’s hurricane season has little or no effect on NRC-regulated facilities and
all other areas where people live, but in any case, our advance preparation allows the NRC staff to respond quickly and effectively if a hurricane or
major storm does strike.
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Comments
comment #1655734 posted on 2016-05-30 05:27:16 by Matri Harmony
Really interesting and informative article and it is useful information. I will share this article to my social media account. Thanks for sharing

“Too Cheap to Meter”: A History of the Phrase
posted on Fri, 03 Jun 2016 14:33:51 +0000
Thomas Wellock Historian Donald Hintz, Chairman of the Nuclear Energy Institute, said at 2003 conference that the nuclear industry had been
“plagued since the early days by the unfortunate quote: 'Too cheap to meter'.” Those four words had become a standard catchphrase for what critics
claim were impossibly sunny promises of nuclear power’s potential. Not so fast, Hintz countered. He noted that Atomic Energy Commission
Chairman Lewis Strauss, in a 1954 address to science writers, had coined the phrase to describe fusion power, not fission. Nuclear power may be a
victim of mistaken identity. Hintz was not alone in this view. Over the past four decades, antinuclear and pronuclear versions of what Strauss meant
by “too cheap to meter” have appeared in articles, blogs, and books. Even Wikipedia has weighed in, on the pro-nuclear side. Reconciling the two
versions isn’t easy since Strauss wasn’t explicit about what power source would electrify the utopian future he predicted. The text in question:
“Transmutation of the elements,--unlimited power, ability to investigate the working of living cells by tracer atoms, the secret of photosynthesis
about to be uncovered,--these and a host of other results all in 15 short years. It is not too much to expect that our children will enjoy in their homes
electrical energy too cheap to meter,--will know of great periodic regional famines in the world only as matters of history,--will travel effortlessly
over the seas and under them and through the air with a minimum of danger and at great speeds,--and will experience a lifespan far longer than ours,
as disease yields and man comes to understand what causes him to age. This is the forecast for an age of peace.”* [caption id="attachment_7179"

AEC Chairman
align="alignright" width="630"]
Lewis Strauss (sixth from left) can be seen at the head table at the 1954 National Association of Science Writers Founder Day Dinner. In attendance
that evening were five Nobel Prize winners, including future AEC Chairman Glenn Seaborg (first on left). Also in this photo: Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
(Nobel Prize winner) is third from the left; Alton Blakeslee (president of the National Association of Science Writers) is seventh from the left; Irving
Langmuir (Nobel Prize winner) is sixth from the right and Edward C. Kendall (Nobel Prize winner) is fourth from the right.[/caption] Nuclear critics
believe Strauss was speaking of nuclear power and claim that, as AEC Chairman, he spoke for a budding industry too. The most thorough defense of
Strauss appeared in a 1980 article by the Atomic Industrial Forum. Citing the opinions of Strauss’s son, former AEC staff, and a Strauss biographer,
the AIF argued that Strauss’s omission of a power source in the passage was likely deliberate since he could not make explicit reference to “Project
Sherwood,” the AEC’s still secret fusion power program that Strauss championed. Moreover, the article noted, Strauss understood well that nuclear
power would not pay for some years and that his utopian vision might be realized only by his “children’s, children’s, children.” Neither the industry
nor the AEC, the AIF article notes, shared Strauss’s optimism. While the AIF correctly notes the AEC Chairman’s interest in fusion, there is no
evidence in Strauss’s papers at the Herbert Hoover Presidential Library to indicate fusion was the hidden subject of his speech. Staff suggestions for
the address reflected current issues in the AEC’s civilian reactor program—the new Atomic Energy Act, President Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace,
the Shippingport nuclear power plant, the agency’s efforts to declassify information, and medical uses of reactor-produced isotopes. While it is true
that Strauss could not explicitly discuss classified fusion research, the speech is barren of implicit hints of a new source of power. Strauss focused on
fission--the discovery of fission, fission-product applications, and the economic feasibility of fission power. Strauss’s optimism for fission continued
several days later when reporters on a Meet the Press radio broadcast asked him about the quotation and the viability of “commercial power from
atomic piles.” Strauss replied that he expected his children and grandchildren would have power “too cheap to be metered, just as we have water
today that’s too cheap to be metered.” That day, he said, might be “close at hand. I hope to live to see it.” By contrast, when Strauss finally revealed
the AEC’s fusion research program, he was not nearly as optimistic. In August 1955, he cautioned “there has been nothing in the nature of
breakthroughs that would warrant anyone assuming that this [fusion power] was anything except a very long range—and I would accent the word
‘very’—prospect.” In the years after the speech, the lay public and the power industry never questioned that Strauss’s predictions were for fission
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power. The New York Times Pulitzer Prize winning science reporter, William Laurence, attended Strauss’s speech and featured the catchphrase
prominently in articles and a book. He wrote of the prediction, “All signs point to the realization within the next decade of a price for nuclear fuels so
low that only hydroelectric power, which alone is produced without any cost for fuel could compete with it.” The electric power industry was not
happy with their new catchphrase. Industry officials distanced themselves from Strauss’s speech, sometimes diplomatically calling Strauss too
optimistic. Others were blunt. The president of Cleveland Electric Illuminating disparaged too cheap to meter as “a myth” given the small
contribution fuel costs made to a customer’s electric bill. Electrical World called “too cheap to meter” a “delusion” that would make it harder for
utility companies to explain electric costs to customers. In the meantime, the editors declared, utilities would welcome many more customers “with a
meter in each and every one.” This skepticism was echoed by more sober evaluations of nuclear power economics at the AEC and within the
industry. Former AEC Commissioner James Ramey was probably correct when he said, “Nobody took Strauss’ statement very seriously.” It is likely,
then, that nuclear critics and proponents are partially correct. “Too cheap to meter” was a prediction for a fission utopia in the foreseeable future. But
Strauss was speaking for himself. “A serious governmental body ought not to indulge in predictions,” he said to the science writers. “However, as a
person, I suffer from no such inhibition and will venture a few predictions before I conclude.” He may have believed that he could step away from his
Chairman’s role, indulge in speculation, and that history would note the difference. * Lewis Strauss’s full speech is available in here. “Too Cheap to
Meter” is on page 9.

Comments
comment #1656259 posted on 2016-06-07 09:39:52 by Blubbaloo in response to comment #1656202
I have a thought on why he would deliberately give the impression he was talking about fission, although I admit it is speculative on my part. At the
time of his speech, he, and the other AEC commissioners, were boiling over with excitement over the prospects for fusion but Project Sherwood was
a classified project and Strauss was a cold warrior, staunch anti-communist, and a stickler for security. He would not allow the Sherwood scientists to
publish their research or even share information with the British, much less the Indians, Russians and any other country with a fusion program.
Strauss' "Too Cheap To Meter" line would have been a way to release some of the optimism he felt while using fission as a smokescreen directed at
the USSR to throw them off the scent. For all the enthusiasm he had for the US fusion program early on his memoirs contain scant mention of it.
Perhaps he felt admitting to misleading the American public as well as the Russians about a program that ended up being an expensive
disappointment would not have enhanced his legacy, so felt nothing would be gained by clarifying the record or otherwise dwelling on it.
Conversely, I am searching for a reason he would thought fission would be so inexpensive and if he felt that way why he would push for a crash
program in fusion in parallel? But, again, speculation on my part and admit I may well be rationalizing a position where reality may offer a simpler
explanation.
comment #1656195 posted on 2016-06-06 07:45:08 by Kevin Krause
While I am not familiar with all the supporting evidence presented here I have always thought of Strauss' comment in the original context as sans
technology. It doesn't mention fission, it doesn't mention fusion, nor matter-anti-matter, it doesn't mention anything. My previous interpretation also
included the use of the word "children" as more figurative than literal. So my interpretation would have included centuries as the timeframe. Looking
at the other parts of the prediction, traveling effortlessly over the seas and under them, with minimum danger and at great speeds. I would say that not
a lot has changed, Sure the airlines are faster and safer, but certainly not by orders of magnitude. Travel under the seas is still research and military.
The comment from the follow up interview is a fascinating one. I get a water bill and I live in a state that has been in the news because of water
issues. Water is not too cheap to meter and I never expect that it will be going forward. So it is possible that Strauss' understanding of cost causation
was flawed from the beginning.
comment #1656199 posted on 2016-06-06 09:29:47 by Moderator in response to comment #1656073
I have not located a reference to “too cheap to meter” in “The Rickover Effect.” But at nearly 400 pages, I may have overlooked the passage. If you
have any additional clues, I’d appreciate it. I should point out that while Strauss coined the phrase for popular use, he did not invent it. Similar
statements had already been made about electric power, but they were not specific references to nuclear power. For example, Charles Steinmetz, the
Chief Consulting Engineer at General Electric, wrote in a 1915 article in Ladies Home Journal that electrical power would be “very cheap and it will
not pay to install meters and have them read and keep the accounts in the offices of electric companies.” Thomas Wellock
comment #1656201 posted on 2016-06-06 10:48:21 by Moderator in response to comment #1656195
Thanks for your comments. One possible explanation for his comparison to water is that he was thinking of irrigation districts where users pay an
annual fee and draw water unmetered. Unfortunately, he did not elaborate on this point. Thomas Wellock
comment #1656202 posted on 2016-06-06 10:49:02 by Moderator in response to comment #1656128
Thanks for your thoughtful reply. You are right, we can’t know what Strauss was thinking when he gave this speech. So there will always be some
possibility that there was a deeper meaning to what he said. However, even he was thinking “fusion” when giving the speech, he left the audience
that night and the subsequent Meet the Press panel with the impression that he was talking about fission. I have not yet found that he ever clarified his
remarks. Thomas Wellock
comment #1656073 posted on 2016-06-03 11:15:13 by Eric Schwarz
I had read Norman Rockwell's book "The Rickover Effect" about 10 years ago (so my memory may be a little fuzzy) but I thought that he mentioned
this phrase as originating from a US Army general officer which was to refer to fission power. Not sure if it was before or after AEC Chairman
Strauss's comment but from what I could recall, this general was considered to be a 'non-expert' in such matters. This may have been in reference to
commercialization of fission power. Do you recall this or am I mistaken?
comment #1656096 posted on 2016-06-03 17:36:33 by lazarus
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While too cheap to meter is obviously overly optimistic for any energy source, we now hear the same phrase in connection of "free" wind and solar
while at the same time electricity cost go up.
comment #1656128 posted on 2016-06-04 06:01:05 by Blubbaloo
First, thank you Dr. Wellock. As someone who has had a long time interest in the history of the US nuclear fusion and fission programs and Lewis
Strauss, I learned a lot that is not available (or perhaps I overlooked) from Strauss’ biography, memoirs and the histories of the US fusion program
from Joan Bromberg and Amasa Bishop. I am particularly grateful for the photo and link to Strauss’s entire speech, which I had never read in its
entirety before. Second, as the person probably most responsible for the current tone and tenor of the “pro-nuclear” Wikipedia entry I feel compelled
to explain the facts that had led me to my conclusion from the previously mentioned sources. I admit I don’t have a historian’s training to parse and
distill often disparate information into a comprehensive whole and certainly don’t have your access to direct source material. As you state in the blog
post, Strauss’ son, Lewis H. Strauss, expressed the opinion that the elder Strauss was likely referring to hydrogen fusion. The younger Strauss, in
fact, was a physicist and served as his father’s eyes and ears on Project Sherwood and had fed his father a constant stream of optimistic assessments
up to the time Strauss gave his speech to the science writers. According to Bromberg, Lewis L. Strauss, in fact, had vowed of nuclear fusion “In my
time, this shall come to pass.” Former members of Project Sherwood reported Strauss went so far as to propose a million-dollar prize to the
individual or group who successfully demonstrated hydrogen fusion. He was known to visit the various labs and ask the project heads what could be
done to expedite the program assuming money was no object. He was clearly enamored with the idea of hydrogen fusion. By June of 1954, just a few
months before Strauss gave his speech, Lyman Spitzer (who would later have a space-based telescope named after him) completed a study for a
“Model D Stellarator” that was projected to produce 5,000 MW of electricity, ten times the size of typical baseload plants of the day. Edward Teller,
a friend of the elder Strauss, was enthused and pushed for additional funding to flesh out the concept further. That said, Strauss was undeniably also a
strong advocate of uranium fission power and played a major role in shaping Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace initiative. As I acknowledged in the
Wikipedia entry, Strauss made bold predictions about the future of uranium fission at the groundbreaking of the Shippingport reactor (for which he
indicated he received criticism from colleagues). Still, the only Strauss quote I had found that was unambiguously about the economics of uranium
fission only expressed confidence that innovation and experience would eventually drive down the costs and make fission “competitive” with
conventional sources. I would offer that the dampened enthusiasm Strauss expressed for fusion in August of 1955, almost a year after the speech,
might be explained by a calculation presented by Edward Teller at the Sherwood conference in October of 1954, a month after Strauss' speech, in
which Teller demonstrated that magnetically confined plasma in devices such as stellarators would be inherently unstable. His finding essentially
crushed the hopes in the fusion community for the near-term development of a working fusion reactor. I suggest it was a big blow to Strauss as well.
My intent isn’t to debate how Strauss’ speech should be interpreted. Despite having read his biography and memoirs, I don’t claim to know the mind
of Lewis Strauss and I don't want to come across as so foolish or arrogant as to pick a fight with a historian about history. My sense is that Strauss
was a lifelong student of science generally and saw potential in atomic technology in all its forms – fusion, fission and accelerator-generated isotopes.
Perhaps he didn’t have either fusion or fission specifically in mind when he gave his speech and thought both would have a place in America’s
future. Instead I would encourage you to add your own contributions to the Wikipedia entry and if the result invalidates all my previous edits, so be
it.
comment #1656261 posted on 2016-06-07 10:12:55 by steamshovel2002
I am disappointed with the NRC’s historian when he didn’t explain how “too cheap to meter” entered our lexicon and media. You guys with your
silly rules, he is the NRC's historian and he can only talk about NRC issues. Who and why did people and organizations use this phrase in the
insuring years. I could make the case this phrase set the stage to begin deploying these plants on the most inexpensive model, immature designs and a
rush to construct these plants. The unbelievably destructive model of decentralization and most plants as a one off design. We should have began this
voyage in super standardization. Let alone, the free market investor market, that again hoisted inexpensive plants, high and volatile interest rates and
immature designs upon on the nation. This set up the industry to fail before the first private plant was operating. We would have been a lot better if
the nuclear industry was under a competent government umbrella, much like TVA. Unlimited monies spent in a responsible national ends, until the
industry was much more mature. The whole industry under revolutionary transparency, criticism and public scrutiny. Then maybe after 20 or 30
years just spinning off the plants to the private sector. The trouble with revolutionary nuclear power from the get-go, we put the invaluable new
technology under basically a 1930s industrial/utility organizational model. Remember the CEOs of utilities were basically oil and the coal boys. I
meant boys too. Most of the utilities were rather isolated and separate back then. Mostly oil. Any sane oil or coal guy (mostly all the off site support
companies) would see nuclear power as a threat to their way of life. They would outwardly and subtly shape the industry to be as weak as possible.
So the nuclear plants should have developed completely separated from the main stream dinosaur utilities and develop their own employees separate
too. But that would take a faith in government, we had that in those days. We would need a highly competent government. There would have to be a
mechanism where the utilities would be forced to accept electricity from the nukes. Right, most of our electricity was produced from oil as the 1960s
was approaching. Talk about too cheap to meter, that was the price of petroleum in those days. Right, you can’t understand anything, unless you put
it in the holistic contextually of the times. That goes for events and incidences going on in the plants today. Contextually is startling missing there
today. Right, the ruins of nuclear industry is still under the dominating thumbs of the mainstream utilities… I could even swallow it if the industry
was put under a single private corporation, whose aims was what is best for our nations. And the new build also...

More on Baffle Bolts
posted on Wed, 01 Jun 2016 14:01:51 +0000
John Lubinski Director, Division of Engineering Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation We described degradation in baffle-former bolts at Indian
Point Unit 2 in an April 27 blog post. The degraded bolts were discovered by Entergy, the plant operator, while inspecting the bolts during a refueling
outage. Since then, PSEG, the operator of the Salem nuclear power plant in New Jersey, discovered some degraded bolts while inspecting the baffles
of Unit 1. To recap, the bolts hold in place a series of vertical metal plates. Known as baffle plates, they help direct water up through the nuclear fuel
assemblies, where it is heated and subsequently used for power production. The baffle plates are attached to eight levels of horizontal plates called
baffle-former plates, which are in turn connected to the reactor core barrel. Because of these findings, the NRC has initiated its process for dealing
with emerging issues to evaluate the extent of the problem and determine how best to address it. Here’s what we know so far: We are confident this
issue lacks an immediate safety concern that would lead us to shut down U.S. nuclear power plants or prevent the startup of plants in refueling
outages. We have been aware of the phenomenon. Degraded baffle-former bolts were detected in French reactors in the late 1980s and 1990s, and the
NRC published an Information Notice in 1998 alerting the U.S. industry. The higher number of degraded bolts seen recently however, was
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unexpected. The 1998 Information Notice prompted several plants to inspect their bolts, and some made adjustments to their baffles or replaced bolts
as a result. NRC-approved guidance from the Electric Power Research Institute calls for visual and ultrasonic inspections during a certain period in a
reactor’s lifespan. The current inspections at Indian Point and Salem resulted from this operational experience. It’s important to note that if bolt parts
come loose during normal operations and damage fuel, the condition will be detected by routine monitoring of radioactivity in the reactor coolant
water. During refueling outages, plant operators look for debris on the bottom of the reactor vessel as another indication of potential issues. Even
during an accident, the danger of core damage would be minimal. For these reasons, the NRC does not believe it necessary to shut down any
additional plants and order immediate inspections. Plants with degraded bolts are required to perform analyses and/or replace the damaged bolts
before restarting. Missing bolt parts (such as a bolt head) must be accounted for or recovered, or the licensee must perform a “loose-parts evaluation”
prior to restarting. The NRC staff will independently assess the root-cause and safety significance of the bolt degradation at each reactor and take
appropriate regulatory action. Indian Point 2 has replaced all of the failed bolts, plus an additional 51 “good” bolts to add additional safety margin.
They intend to inspect all the baffle-former bolts again during the next refueling outage. So how many plants might have this problem? Only
Westinghouse-designed pressurized-water reactors with four reactor coolant loops have reported significant bolt degradation. Although there are 29
such plants in the United States, the issue appears to be further limited by two factors: The degraded bolts have all been of a certain type of stainless
steel, and they’ve all been in reactors with baffles in a “downflow” configuration, meaning the water entering the reactor is pushed downward
between the baffle and the core barrel, which creates more pressure across the plates and stress in the bolts. There are only seven four-loop
Westinghouse reactors at four sites with both the susceptible bolt material and a downflow configuration: Indian Point Units 2 and 3, Salem Units 1
and 2, D.C. Cook Units 1 and 2, and Diablo Canyon Unit 1. (Diablo’s Unit 2 has been reconfigured to an upflow baffle.) Our resident inspectors at
D.C. Cook and Diablo Canyon have asked those sites to consider the recent findings and implications for their plants, including their plans for future
bolt inspections. D. C. Cook Unit 2 observed 42 degraded bolts in 2010, and as a result replaced 52 bolts. Follow-up visual inspections in 2012
revealed no problems. Bolt degradation starts to appear sometime after 25 “effective full-power years” of operation (based on actual operation, not
calendar years since licensing). So the NRC-approved EPRI guidance advises PWR operators to inspect their baffle-former bolts sometime between
25 and 35 effective full-power years. The NRC requires the inspections as part of aging management plans for reactors with renewed licenses. As a
result of the findings at Indian Point 2, Entergy decided it will conduct detailed ultra-sonic testing of baffle-former bolts in Indian Point 3 during its
next outage in spring 2017, instead of March 2019 as previously scheduled. Since Indian Point 3 has operated for a shorter time and has put less
thermal stress on its bolts that would cause fatigue, waiting a year is acceptable. PSEG had been conducting visual inspections every other outage,
and because of their discovery of degraded bolts during the current inspection of Salem 1, they decided to conduct the ultrasonic test now rather than
in 2023 as previously planned. PG&E indicated to the NRC that it will inspect the bolts on Diablo Canyon 1 during its next scheduled outage in
spring 2017. While the industry is reacting to the recent findings at Indian Point 2 and Salem 1, the NRC will continue to assess baffle-former bolt
degradation for any potential implications to the rest of the U.S. commercial reactor fleet.

Comments
comment #1656348 posted on 2016-06-08 11:24:50 by steamshovel2002
Mr. Anonymous, This below is in the Hope Creeks nrc inspection wording. “increased TS as-found set point margin (from +/- 1 percent to +/- 3
percent) in an attempt to improve Target Rock 2-stage SRV reliability.” This would be my example of certainty/certainty gaming. Where is the
NRC's proof going from 1% to 3% increases SRV reliability? This is ridiculous. It looks like less regulatory oversight of our financial system will
make it sounder and safer. This had no effect on setpoint accuracy. The accuracy setpoint only got worst. This is called a malicious facilitative
assumption. It only obscured the decline in SRV setpoint lift reliability. The NRC has finally has disclose to me, this all isn’t in accordance with
Hope Creek’s standards and the plant is desperately trying to replace these safety valves. This would be my example where they are ruining the safety
conscience of everyone associated with this lie. They have loosened the setpoint lift accuracy in the hopes of not showing the increasing setpoint
unreliability to outsiders. You just have to ask, what would the setpoint lift inaccuracy be if it was still 1%? The setpoint failures, if that is possible,
would be much worst today. Just to be clear, all the modifications and bureaucratic sleight of hand has been an abysmal failure to date to fix this
problem. It wasn't done to fix the valve, it was done to con the outsiders. Everything they do only makes the problem worst. It challenges the
competence and professionalism of everyone associated it. They are exaggerating the “certainly” of NRC reporting “the increase of setpoint margin
to 3%” is based on increasing safety and reliability. I get the weasely words of the NRC, I am only reporting what the licensees are reporting to the
agency. But the agency is reporting about a situation at a plant, don't they have a responsibility to make sure their words are accurate. To outsiders,
everything is always safety safety safety by the NRC, but under the sheets they are secretly reducing the safety margin by a bureaucratic sleight of
hand (rules and regulations gaming). Yea, safety/unsafety gaming to outsiders. The breath of this is really an organizational mental illness based on
survival. Basically secrecy facilitates this kind of fraud. If all the information was available to outsider with why they went to 3%, the NRC could not
say this (secrecy/unsecrecy gaming, transparency/untransparency gaming). These guys are highly educated and extremely experienced. They know
what they are doing, or should. By the way, when I was working at a nuclear plant, we all would describe it as playing rulesies. The NRC would
come back to me saying, Mike, how deep with inspections do you what us to go on the technical issues? We are only a sampling agency? This is a
really complicated system. We don’t have the resources to do the deep inspections as you want on everything. How about NRC deep/shallow
inspection gaming. We just have to (mindlessly) trust the licensees (wink, wink wink). The intentional shallow inspections are facilitating the false
NRC statement of “increasing the setpoint testing margin to 3%” is based solely on increasing SRV reliability. Basically the NRC is using
governmental credibility to exaggerate the “engineering certainty” with being able to report the increasing set point margin to 3% is based on
increasing the safety margin. This all is licensee-NRC collusion to obscure the decline of setpoint lift testing reliability. This all is done is
organizational way. I keep saying to everyone, telling the whole truth is important. The outcome, in a global organizational way with
certainty/uncertainty gaming, insiders and outsiders really don’t know the true conditions at these plant. It is global safety culture issues industry
wide. They are blinding themselves and us. I get it, this is what congress wants…DEMANDS… the agency to do. Will these kinds of gaming go on
with the Indian Point baffling bolt problems? I think it will. What happens when we lose USA Governmental credibility over all nuclear industry
issues? Don’t even talk to me about high intelligence/ low intelligence gaming. The educated class and politicians does this all the time when they get
into trouble. The “I am so stupid defense” with the highly intelligent professional class in plausible deniability. I’ll put it in stupid people like me
terms. Your car is making a noisy racket while driving. You “fixed it” by putting in expensive ear plugs or scream constantly screaming la la la la...
Can't you just hear the NRC, you and the NRC has no absolute proof the noisy car is unsafe? Mike Mulligan Hinsdale, NH
comment #1655937 posted on 2016-06-01 16:33:17 by CaptD
Why not error on the side of safety and do the ultrasonic testing now rather than wait for something to go BAD? Certainly, this should be done no
later than the next refueling, since the NRC and their operators have been lucky so far; who needs bolt heads doing any damage?
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comment #1655938 posted on 2016-06-01 17:11:51 by steamshovel2002
"Bolt manufacturers have designed new bolts with a better, more resilient type of steel and slightly modified the shape of the bolts to reduce stress at
the bolt head." That is a well known scam in the industry, change out cheap components without any proof the change will solve the problem. It is
much less expensive than throwing in expensive components and they don't work. It is just for public consumption. Science is, prove to me the
change will make a difference, besides ending up always trusting the profit centered manufacturer. I doubt IP isn't going to survive another five years.
They will come back in the root cause saying in a few outages out they will replace the baffles and bolts and support structure. The example I
thinking about is in Hope Creeks recent inspection report concerning the worsening sticking SRVs. The NRC is answering me in this inspection.
They would coat the valve seat and disc repeatedly with exotic precious metals. There is never any proof that the metals would work. They can't get
any manufacturer to make these valves for some reason. Wink! Wink! Wink!. Here is an example of repeatedly throwing something on the wall
hoping to see if something sticks. The testing accuracy setpoint has only gotten worst in recent years with all these modifications. I thought nuclear
ethics is you never put something in a core without having proof how it will age throughout the life of the component. “For example, the industry and
PSEG have identified and implemented numerous mitigating strategies including: different pilot disc materials/coatings, addressing critical pilot disc
and seat dimensions, correcting methods of insulation installation, and increased TS as-found set point margin (from +/- 1 percent to +/- 3 percent) in
an attempt to improve Target Rock 2-stage SRV reliability. It is a really big deal their analytical computer models can't predict this kind of damage in
the core. What other computer models are just as inaccurate? How about risk perspectives? Just saying, the NY DPS I was talking too is under
corruption federal investigation with Indian Point. Hanky Panky with the governors office. The NY political system is one of the most corrupt in the
nation. The governor is under a increasing cloud with bad mouthing IP in the news and simultaneously protecting Indian Point deep inside the
political rat holes.
comment #1655939 posted on 2016-06-01 17:20:27 by Anonymous
This might as well may be the Achilles heel of the PWRs. Do you want me believe that this particlar reactor operator will ever replace these bolts
ever(They are about shut down a few units, unable to comply with your enforcements/inspection plans). These cold worked and un-annealed
hardware will eventually become loose parts inside the core barrel and potentially circulate in the coolant flow. Face it, 40-years of useful licensed
life is accorded precisely taking into account all these contingencies. Let not John bandaid it just for justifying staff action, it is not in safety interest.
comment #1655921 posted on 2016-06-01 12:13:30 by stock
You guys need to return to being a regulator, instead of a soft sell promoter. And stop using weasel words, they are the basis of lack of regulation.
Kind and gentle is not what we ARE PAYING you to do. Your pay comes from the ratepayers, extracted by the utilities, and then given to you. Its
OUR MONEY. Weasel examples.... So the NRC-approved EPRI guidance advises PWR operators to inspect their baffle-former bolts sometime
between 25 and 35 effective full-power years. We dont want guidance and "advice" we want demands and reports, reports that any citizen can easily
inspect online. ----------------- Even during an accident, the danger of core damage would be minimal. For these reasons, the NRC does not believe it
necessary to shut down any additional plants and order immediate inspections. This sounds like a false argument of :limited number of
consequences". In fact, I do believe, that having dozens of rusted bolts and nuts bouncing through a reactor cooling system, is a potential large
problem all on its own. They could jam in a valve that is seldom operated, but critical. They could jam in a pump. --------------------------- We have
been aware of the phenomenon. This is another false argument I call "familiarity minimization". Being aware of a problem does not make it less of a
problem, and in fact points at your prior non action in IMPLEMENTING mandatory inspections at every outage. ----------------------------------------So the NRC-approved EPRI guidance advises PWR operators to inspect their baffle-former bolts sometime between 25 and 35 effective full-power
years. The NRC requires the inspections as part of aging management plans for reactors with renewed licenses. Really, just one inspection, chosen at
the operators convenience, in a ten year period? ---------------------------------------- Get back to regulating, we are paying your salary, we are your
boss, and WE DEMAND IT.
comment #1655915 posted on 2016-06-01 10:30:30 by Nikohl Vandel
Oh, I don't know, bolt issues. Wow. With degradation of such a basic part after years of knowledge of the potential for problem, what were bolt
manufacturers and plant operators thinking on this latest round or were they truly just ignorant - another not good sign.
comment #1655916 posted on 2016-06-01 11:27:52 by Patricia Borchmann
Visual inspections are not enough !!! Thanks to a dissenting engineer, visual inspection at IP was supplemented by an ultrasonic test. Unless the
recent additional technical testing was performed, mere normal visual inspection that NRC relies on would never have detected the unexpected large
number of baffle bolts that were defective, and required replacement !! NRC needs to update, upgrade, and reform agency's own internal regulatory
requirements. This is an ideal example, of how NRC's processes are insufficient, and fail to provide mandatory levels of system robustness, defense
in depth, or anywhere near 'best practices'. NRC's history of issuing Notices since 1998, to Licensees about potential risks presented by defective
baffle bolts is in itself 'baffling' to stakeholders, because it failed to go far enough !!!! Immediate reform is imperative !!!
comment #1655922 posted on 2016-06-01 12:42:48 by NRC in response to comment #1655915
We understand your skepticism. Look at it this way, however: Because plant operators were aware of the potential for degradation, they knew to
inspect their baffle bolts, following the NRC-approved guidance developed by EPRI. Some plant operators modified the configuration of their baffles
to lower the stress on the bolts and reduce the potential for degradation. Bolt manufacturers have designed new bolts with a better, more resilient type
of steel and slightly modified the shape of the bolts to reduce stress at the bolt head. When Indian Point and Salem replace their damaged bolts, they
will use these new and improved models. David McIntyre, Public Affairs Officer
comment #1655914 posted on 2016-06-01 10:10:16 by Frank Costello
Hi John, Nice write-up. Frank Costello
comment #1655956 posted on 2016-06-01 23:03:00 by steamshovel2002
Just saying, I was the first person in the USA who made an association with IP’s baffle bolt problem and the water jetting event at North Anna. How
in the world can they not be related? And made an official complaint about it to the NY DPS as I don’t trust the NRC.
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comment #1655981 posted on 2016-06-02 14:24:26 by steamshovel2002
The Huffington Post reports Indian Point ultrasonically tested four bolts and they passed the test. Then they decided to replace the bolts anyway.
When they began removing the bolts, the head or body snapped. The UT missed the fatal flaw invalidating all the UT inspection. Did it invalidate
other plants who did the UT inspection…they still have large numbers of fatally flawed bolts even given a clean bill of UT health. How does the
NRC assure all UT devices can pick up all the flaws in the bolts? Did you ever hear of engineering certainty/ uncertainty gaming? It is a pernicious
form of engineering fraud and corruption in highly complex and technical systems. The extreme complexity and incomprehensible technicality of the
systems basically makes these machines sit outside government and community control. Outsiders, law enforcement and the courts don’t have the
expertise to understand what is going on. Basically you selectively pick and choose what information to release to outsiders. Organizations who are
extremely secretive make certainty/ uncertainty gaming (fraud) undetectable. We live in a world filled with certain/certainty gaming in these days. So
you subtly and selectively use engineering certainty and uncertainty to support a self-interest agenda. Basically there is no enforceable code of
conduct with the engineering profession. My position is the rot has to be completely cleaned out. You can no longer trust the UT testing or the NRC
to do their jobs. All the bolts, the panels and their support structures need to be completely replaced (or the bolts won’t stay tight to perform their
function). Mike Mulligan equals steamshovel2002 Thanks
comment #1656065 posted on 2016-06-03 09:10:21 by Dave Locbhaum
John writes that if a broken bolt head damaged fuel, it would be detected by increased radioactivity in the reactor coolant system (one of the
Performance Indicators in the agency's Reactor Oversight Process.) That's an interesting notion, but doesn't seem to be supported by facts. North
Anna Unit 2 experienced damaged to fuel rods so extensive that some fuel pellets got into the reactor water (see the owner's licensee event report in
ADAMS under ML14325A692.) But the reactor coolant system activity Performance Indicator for North Anna Unit 2 did not signal this damage (see
http://www.nrc.gov/NRR/OVERSIGHT/ASSESS/NA2/na2_pi.html#BI01). Likewise, PWRs have loose parts monitoring systems (called the Metal
Impact Monitoring System at Indian Point) that, in theory, are supposed to warn of broken parts banging around the reactor coolant system. But they
don't. The NRC cannot rely on safety nets that have failed to demonstrate any reliability whatsoever. Such illusions of safety are magic, not sound
public policy.
comment #1656013 posted on 2016-06-02 21:02:58 by Anonymous in response to comment #1655981
Dear steamshovel : Don't you see the dishonesty there ? Replacing UT passed inspection, but the licensee wants to replace bolts? Two things are
clear here: 1. UT is a farce.(Staff gloat about UT all the time is effective - Merkenzie Bitte! 2. The operator don't want loose bolts rickety racking in
the coolant flow, as I said earlier, that may be the mercy killing of the reactor, Nicht Zehr Gut.

Helping International Regulators Prepare for their Nuclear Power Future
posted on Wed, 08 Jun 2016 16:45:24 +0000
Eric Stahl International Relations Officer Building the infrastructure to regulate a nuclear power program is a complex process. The International
Atomic Energy Agency’s “Milestones Approach” notes that, depending on resources, it can take a country 15 years or more to go from considering a

nuclear power program to the operation of its first plant.
With more than four decades
of regulating the world’s largest nuclear power program, the NRC has a great deal of nuclear safety and security experience to offer. Understandably,
many countries around the world would like to leverage our knowledge as they develop and expand their own regulatory programs. In 2014, the
Commission issued an International Policy Statement, noting international activities are integral to the NRC's public health, safety and security
mission and directly support U.S. foreign policy objectives. One key element in this policy is the NRC’s role of “providing international assistance to
foreign regulatory counterparts for improving safety and security of civilian uses of radioactive materials.” One mechanism for providing this
assistance is the NRC’s International Regulatory Development Partnership. The IRDP assists countries considering a nuclear power program by
helping them build the necessary infrastructure to provide independent and expert regulation. Through the Partnership, NRC staff and contractors
work with our counterparts to ensure that the country has a legal framework in place for nuclear power oversight. In addition, IRDP consultants
advise national regulators about how to effectively structure their organization and the types of experts needed for a regulatory authority. Lastly, the
Partnership provides technical training on a wide variety of new reactor topics, including siting requirements, construction and vendor inspections,
and environmental impacts. Since its creation in 2008, the IRDP has assisted more than a dozen countries and regional networks in Africa, Central
and Southeast Asia, and Eastern Europe. Although many countries have shown an interest in the Partnership, only a few are at a point where IRDP
activities can make a substantive difference in their national programs. The NRC focuses the Partnership’s resources in countries where it can have a
real impact. Even with the NRC’s help, our regulatory partners have a long road ahead of them, building the infrastructure necessary to provide
oversight of their country’s nuclear power programs. The IRDP makes that road a little less bumpy. And it’s in everyone’s best interest for countries
to have robust regulation of nuclear materials.
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Comments
comment #1656351 posted on 2016-06-08 12:58:13 by Nikohl Vandel
This is a great partnership and the international nuclear community is growing fast. What's great about the new efforts by different countries is the
divergent kinds of perspectives and thoughts on everything, even nuclear. We can learn so much from the newbies and doing this partnership as well.
We here in America tend to forget that we are still learning and growing even when we have extensive experience and we stop listening to "the
other". That cannot be our way in nuclear development and it unfortunately often limits our own advancement. Great partnership. Let's get rid of the
old plants causing us worries!

NRC Issues Comprehensive Inspection Report on Arkansas Nuclear One
posted on Mon, 13 Jun 2016 13:55:07 +0000
Victor Dricks Senior Public Affairs Officer Region IV The NRC has just issued a lengthy report documenting the results of a comprehensive
inspection conducted earlier this year at Arkansas Nuclear One, or ANO. The plant, operated by Entergy Operations, Inc., is located in Russellville,

Ark.
On March 4, 2015, the NRC moved ANO into Column 4 of the agency’s Action Matrix
(where operating plants with significant performance issues receive the second highest level of NRC oversight). This followed inspection findings of
substantial safety significance stemming from a heavy equipment incident as well as degraded flood protection at the site. As part of its increased
oversight of ANO, the NRC conducted a rigorous, independent, diagnostic assessment of the performance, programs and processes at the site earlier
this year. A team of 27 NRC inspectors from all four NRC regional offices and NRC headquarters spent about 3,800 hours of direct inspection. They
concluded that despite its problems, ANO has been –- and continues to be -- operated safely. This judgement was based on the fact there have not
been any safety-significant inspection findings since the plant’s move to Column 4. Inspectors also concluded the robust plant design had not been
compromised and the ANO staff’s operational focus has improved. In addition to inspecting ANO’s program for evaluating and correcting
performance issues, the NRC team developed insights into the causes for the performance decline at ANO. The team also evaluated the adequacy of a
third-party safety culture assessment ANO commissioned. Additionally, the NRC inspection included an assessment of how well ANO determined

the root causes for its performance deficiencies and developed performance improvement programs.
Based on Entergy’s review of the causes of the performance decline, the independent third-party nuclear safety culture assessment findings, and the
results of the NRC’s independent diagnostic evaluation, “the team determined that Entergy understands the depth and breadth of performance
concerns associated with ANO’s performance decline,” NRC Region IV Administrator Marc Dapas said in a letter to Entergy officials accompanying
the report. Dapas further stated that “effective implementation of the comprehensive recovery plan, supported by the allocation of adequate resources
and continued enhanced oversight by Entergy leadership, should lead to substantial sustained performance improvement.” The NRC team
documented 16 findings of very low safety significance. The 243-page report goes into a high level of detail about the results of the inspections, but
here are some highlights:
• Resource reductions and leadership behaviors were the most significant causes for ANO’s declining performance. Entergy reduced resources
across its fleet in 2007 and 2013, but it did not adequately consider the unique staffing needs for ANO created by having two units with
different designs.
• ANO management did not reduce workloads through efficiencies or the elimination of unnecessary work, as was intended as part of the
resource reduction initiatives. Leaders attempted to prioritize work with the available resources, but they did not address expanding work
backlogs. Over time, this contributed to equipment reliability challenges.
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• An unexpected increase in employee attrition between 2012 and 2014 caused a loss in experienced personnel, which led to a reduced capacity
to accomplish work, and an increased need for training and supervision.
• Since 2007, the reduced resources created a number of changes that slowly began to impact equipment reliability. The Entergy fleet reduced
preventive maintenance and extended the time between some maintenance activities.
Although ANO is in the early stages of implementing its comprehensive recovery plan, there have been some notable improvements in station
performance. ANO implemented prompt action to improve operator performance, for example, and ANO management decision making has increased
in rigor and conservatism. The NRC resident inspectors have noted a number of examples that indicate the operations department is taking a
leadership role and raising the standards across the station. Also, employees are engaging in discussions of the potential risk of plant activities, and
the corrective action program rigor has improved. And ANO staff have begun to question the status quo and emphasize the need to assess and address
problems. The NRC inspection team reported its preliminary findings at an April 6 public meeting held in Russellville. The NRC is preparing a
Confirmatory Action Letter to document Entergy’s commitments to address performance issues identified in the inspection report and the key actions
needed to ensure sustained improvement in safety performance. The NRC expects to issue this letter and make it publicly available later this month.
NRC will conduct quarterly inspections to verify that ANO successfully undertakes all necessary improvement actions. From these inspections, NRC
will independently determine whether ANO’s corrective actions have been effective and whether, after a period of sustained good performance, the
NRC can return ANO to normal oversight.

Comments
comment #1657162 posted on 2016-06-18 06:23:33 by drbillcorcoran
Lesson to be Learned: It is an inescapable fact that things were the way they were for as long as they were that way because NRC wanted them that
way, NRC tolerated their being that way, or NRC didn’t know that they were that way. How come?
comment #1657119 posted on 2016-06-17 18:33:00 by drbillcorcoran
Question: What were the earlier better cheaper safer opportunities to identify and address the harmful conditions, behaviors, actions and inactions
that resulted in this situation as well as the underlying conditions, behaviors, actions and inactions that resulted in them?
comment #1656744 posted on 2016-06-13 13:33:15 by Michael
•Resource reductions and leadership behaviors were the most significant causes for ANO’s declining performance. Entergy reduced resources across
its fleet in 2007 and 2013, but it did not adequately consider ....... fill in the blank. This is almost ALWAYS the cause of declining performance at a
NPP. Executive Management harvesting organizational safety margin in order to maximize profit. Once that safety margin is spent, decline is
inevitable.
comment #1657219 posted on 2016-06-19 05:36:30 by drbillcorcoran in response to comment #1657161
The members of INPO continue to keep INPO in the batter’s box despite more than three strikes: LaSalle Foreign Material Injection Near Miss Fuel
Damage 1996, Davis-Besse Near Miss LOCA 2002, Arkansas Nuclear One Fatal Load Drop and Flood Barrier Failures 2015, San Onofre
Replacement Steam Generators 2012, Contaminated Groundwater Epidemic, etc. How come? What are the other INPO “strikes?”
comment #1657286 posted on 2016-06-20 11:55:55 by Moderator in response to comment #1657119
According to the NRC’s comprehensive inspection report: “ANO concluded that leaders did not make Corrective Action Program, or CAP,
implementation a priority, did not adequately oversee the CAP, and relied on unverified assumptions.” NRC also determined “that the most
significant causes for declining performance (at ANO) were ineffective change management with respect to resource reductions, and leadership
behaviors that were not commensurate with a strong safety culture.” Victor Dricks

Dry Cask 101 – Radiation Shielding
posted on Thu, 16 Jun 2016 16:45:00 +0000

Drew Barto Senior Nuclear Engineer
We’ve talked before about how the uranium in nuclear fuel undergoes
fission during reactor operations. The fission process turns uranium into a number of other elements, many of which are radioactive. These elements
continue to produce large amounts of radiation even when the fuel is no longer supporting a chain reaction in the reactor. So shielding is necessary to
block this radiation, and protect workers and the public. As we discussed in an earlier blog post, the four major types of radiation differ in mass,
energy, and how deeply they penetrate people and objects. Alpha radiation—particles consisting of two protons and two neutrons—are the heaviest
type. Beta particles—free electrons—have a small mass and a negative charge. Neither alpha nor beta particles will move outside the fuel itself. But
spent fuel also emits neutron radiation (particles from the nucleus that have no charge) and gamma
radiation (a type of electromagnetic ray that carries a lot of energy). Both neutron and gamma
radiation are highly penetrating and require shielding. Shielding is a key function that dry storage
casks perform, but the two main types of dry storage casks are configured in slightly different ways.
For welded, canister-based systems, shielding is provided by a thick (three feet or more) steelreinforced concrete vault that surrounds an inner steel canister. The thick concrete shields both
neutron and gamma radiation, and may be oriented either as an upright cylinder or a horizontal
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building. In bolted cask systems, there is no inner canister. Bolted casks have thick steel shells,
sometimes with several inches of lead gamma shielding inside. They have a neutron shield on the
outside consisting of low-density plastic material, typically mixed with boron to absorb neutrons.

The NRC reviews spent
fuel dry cask storage designs to ensure they meet our limits on radiation doses beyond the site boundary, under normal and accident conditions, and
that dose rates in general are kept as low as possible. Every applicant must provide a radiation shielding analysis as part of the application for a new
storage system, or an amendment to an existing system. This analysis uses a computer model to simulate radiation penetration through the fuel and
thick shielding materials under normal operating and accident conditions. We review the applicant’s analysis to ensure it has identified all the
important radiation-shielding parameters. We make sure they’re modeled conservatively, in a way that maximizes radiation sources and external dose
rates. We may create our own computer simulation to confirm the dose rates provided in the application. That helps us to ensure the design meets offsite radiation dose rate requirements under all conditions.

Comments
comment #1657163 posted on 2016-06-18 06:49:36 by roberthargraves
"They have a neutron shield on the outside consisting of low-density plastic material, typically mixed with boron to absorb neutrons." What decay
processes produce neutrons?
comment #1657514 posted on 2016-06-23 09:24:53 by Luke Yancey
I never knew that there were methods like shielding to prevent workers from coming into contact with radioactive elements. I wish they would touch
on this more in school. Even in my college chemistry classes, where we learned about gamma and alpha radiation, we never learned that things like
concrete can be used in factories to protect people who must be in contact with it.
comment #1657395 posted on 2016-06-21 08:29:14 by Moderator in response to comment #1657163
The neutron source from spent nuclear fuel is from either alpha-neutron reactions or spontaneous fission of heavy isotopes. Irradiation of uranium in
a nuclear reactor will produce elements heavier than uranium due to successive absorption of neutrons. Isotopes of these heavier elements, as well as
remaining uranium isotopes, typically decay by alpha particle emission. Alpha particles will react with certain other isotopes to produce neutrons, in
a reaction known as an “alpha-n” reaction. Heavier elements may also have isotopes that decay by spontaneous fission, where fission occurs without
absorbing a neutron. Although these heavy isotopes are not present in concentrations sufficient to cause criticality, spontaneous fission will produce
two to three neutrons per reaction, and is the primary source of neutrons for most spent fuel discharged today. Section 5.1 of NUREG/CR-6700,
“Nuclide Importance to Criticality Safety, Decay Heating, and Source Terms Related to Transport and Interim Storage of High-Burnup LWR Fuel,”
provides more information about relative importance of these decay processes to the neutron source. Drew Barto

Quality Assurance Issues in France: Implications for U.S. Plants?
posted on Mon, 20 Jun 2016 13:40:12 +0000
Kerri Kavanagh Chief, Quality Assurance and Vending Inspection Branch The NRC doesn’t just oversee how nuclear power plants operate. We also
oversee the quality of the important components that go into the reactors. That’s why NRC staffers are working with the French Nuclear Safety
Authority and AREVA, a manufacturer of reactor components, to determine if a quality assurance investigation underway in France has implications
for U.S. plants. ASN – the acronym for the French regulator -- requested the probe in early May after a flaw was discovered in the vessel of a reactor
under construction at Flamanville in France. So AREVA checked the manufacturing records of the Le Creusot Forge, in central France. They found
anomalies in the records of about 400 parts manufactured there since the plant opened in 1965. (Le Creusot Forge was purchased by AREVA in

2006.)
ASN says these are paperwork irregularities – inconsistencies, modifications or omissions in
production files concerning manufacturing parameters or test results. The irregularities are troubling because complete documentation provides
assurance the components were forged to the proper procedures and specifications. They do not mean, however, that any parts or components
manufactured at Le Creusot are defective. AREVA announced at the end of May that it had completed two-thirds of its review and found no
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indications of safety issues. The company told the NRC about 10,000 documents are still under review. The company pledged to provide us with a
list of U.S. plants affected by these paperwork irregularities when the investigation is completed around the end of July. We’ll continue to engage
with ASN and AREVA to make sure we have a complete picture of how these irregularities may affect any components provided to U.S. nuclear
power plants. NRC’s regulations in 10 CFR Part 21, “Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance,” require any entity that identifies reportable issues to
evaluate them and inform the users of any impacted components. The users then have 60 days to do their own safety evaluations. If the users identify
significant safety hazards, they must report these to the NRC by phone within two days, and in writing within 30 days. AREVA and Le Creusot
Forge are under contractual obligations to their U.S. customers (who are NRC licensees) to follow these reporting requirements. We’ll take
appropriate regulatory and enforcement action if we find issues of safety significance. At this time, there is no indication of a safety issue with any
components from Le Creusot covered by this quality assurance audit. Regarding new reactors, Westinghouse Electrical Co., the architectural
engineering firm for the AP1000 reactors under construction at Vogtle and V.C. Summer, has confirmed that no components at these plants were
supplied by Le Creusot Forge. Once AREVA completes its audit and we have a complete picture of the situation, the NRC has several options. We
may issue a generic communication to keep the broader nuclear industry informed. We may also perform inspections to ensure conformance and
compliance with our regulations. More information will be coming on this issue. If the NRC determines that Le Creusot Forge has provided
components to U.S. nuclear power plants, we’ll make sure those components are fully evaluated to determine any impact the documentation
irregularities might have on their safety-related functions.

Comments
comment #1657464 posted on 2016-06-22 16:06:57 by Anonymous in response to comment #1657306
Kerri: I would suggest the mainly assigned function of Q/A inspection in-so-far-as your branch is concerned is complying with 10 CFR 50 Appendix
B quality assurance of reactor components and other hardware and how your staff (limited resources) are doing, including all overseas travel etc in
the current Agency environment. Also 10 CFR Part 21 non-compliance is outside of your defined assignment! Perhaps 101 Refresher on Q/A may be
in order here, what do you think.
comment #1657306 posted on 2016-06-20 16:23:41 by Moderator in response to comment #1657276
How long have these components been installed in U.S. reactors? Le Creusot Forge and AREVA Inc are still in the process of determining the extent
of condition. This evaluation will inform them of the components affected, the plants affected, and how long they have been installed. AREVA has
informed NRC staff that they are looking at approximately 10,000 documents. The company informed the NRC that they will provide us with a list of
components and plants affected when the evaluation is completed (expected to be by end of July). If these components were defective or degraded
what would the possible safety implications be? The safety implications will not be known until the vendor evaluations are completed. However, if
significant safety hazards are identified as part of the evaluation, Le Creusot Forge and/or AREVA must report these to the NRC within two days.
During our ongoing discussions with AREVA, they have informed the NRC that there is currently no indication of safety issues with the components
at U.S. plants and that the issues they are evaluating deal mostly with the reconciliation of paperwork from the manufacturing/fabrication of the
components. Are all the components in question inspectable once they are installed? I understand from NRC technical staff and the nuclear industry
that not all nuclear plant critical component are inspectable once installed. This is a current unresolved issue for aging management in reactor license
renewals. The inspectability of components will depend on where they are installed in the plant. However, even if a component is not easily
inspectable, tests and/or evaluations can usually be performed on similar/surrogate components to verify whether a component will perform as
originally designed and licensed. Kerri Kavanagh
comment #1657402 posted on 2016-06-21 10:24:38 by steamshovel2002
Is the NRC record keeping so poor they can't tell if any components came from the Le Creusot Forge?This is nothing but industry protection. If the
NRC has faith in their paperwork, they would immediately release a list of components. Why are the French and the Belgium getting so nervous over
reactor component paperwork? I am the guy who recently ask the NRC to ultrasonically test all vessels. This was exactly the reason why I asked, can
you really ever trust the aging paperwork?
comment #1657276 posted on 2016-06-20 10:25:41 by Donna Gilmore
How long have these components been installed in U.S. reactors? If these components were defective or degraded what would the possible safety
implications be? Are all the components in question inspectable once they are installed? I understand from NRC technical staff and the nuclear
industry that not all nuclear plant critical component are inspectable once installed. This is a current unresolved issue for aging management in
reactor license renewals.

Throwback Thursday – Chairmen Past and Future
posted on Thu, 23 Jun 2016 16:06:25 +0000
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In this photo, which appears in the 1989 NRC
Annual Report, both the then-current and a future NRC Chairman tour the Comanche Peak nuclear plant with officials (on the left) from Texas
Utilities Electric. Can you name both NRC leaders?

Comments
comment #1657540 posted on 2016-06-23 16:22:43 by Joe Gilliland
I do believe I may have taken this picture when I was the public affairs officer. In RIV. I further think I see Chairman Ken Carr, but don't recognize
anyone else. Joe Gilliland Sent from my iPad >
comment #1657534 posted on 2016-06-23 14:52:36 by Moderator in response to comment #1657526
Chairman Ken Carr is correct. He is second from the right. But who is the fellow on the far right? Moderator
comment #1657526 posted on 2016-06-23 13:23:04 by Public Pit Bull
I looked it up. I found that those two pictured may have been Lando Zech & Ken Carr. Might create some interesting discussions if you asked which
past NRC Chairman was the most outspoken when it came to the NRC strictly enforcing all its regulations. My vote goes to Shirley Jackson, Chair
'95-99.
comment #1657579 posted on 2016-06-24 08:19:56 by in response to comment #1657534
I think the fellow on the far right is the current NRC Chairman, Stephen Burns.
comment #1657585 posted on 2016-06-24 10:16:09 by NRC in response to comment #1657579
You are correct. Our current Chairman Stephen Burns was once executive assistant to former Chairman Kenneth Carr and accompanied him on this
tour of Comanche Peak.

REFRESH -- SATAN’s Code: The Early Years of Accident Models
posted on Wed, 29 Jun 2016 13:57:46 +0000
Thomas Wellock Historian When the first mass-produced computers hit the stage in the 1950s, nuclear engineers saw the opportunity to use them to
help run accident scenarios. It was a good idea that took decades to become reality and the computer limitations created early uncertainty about
reactor safety. In 1954, Westinghouse experts put together a homemade digital computer that read punch tape.
With a practiced ear, you could tell from the computer sounds which program was being run. In 1959, Battelle
Memorial Institute developed an early Loss-of-Coolant-Accident model for a heavy-water plutonium reactor.
The program was run on an IBM-650/653, the first mass production computer ever developed. The 650
weighed more than a 1955 Cadillac Deville, had vacuum tubes, and used a punch-card reader. Even if it had
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the memory and someone willing to load the 50 million cards, it would take six months to boot up Microsoft
Windows 7. Fortunately, Battelle’s code was a mere 166 cards. It calculated the behavior of just one fuel rod
(modern reactors have thousands of rods) and took minutes to produce one data point. For the sake of speedier
results, gross simplifications were made. For example, an ideal accident code would have broken a reactor
cooling system into many small volumes and done extensive calculations on each one to accurately simulate
the complex conditions that existed throughout the reactor core and piping. But to run it on mid-1960s
computers could take days. As a result, Westinghouse’s FLASH code used just three volumes to represent the
whole reactor system. At least they had computers. Neither the Idaho National Labs, a center for accident-code
development, nor the Atomic Energy Commission had them. INL relied on weekend visits to the University of Utah. At the AEC, engineer Norm
Lauben begged time from the National Bureau of Standards. Norm drove to the Bureau’s headquarters in Gaithersburg, Md., in the morning to
submit his job on the 12,000-line RELAP-3 code, and returned after lunch to pick up the results. Engineers were confident that the codes would
prove reactor designs were overly conservative. Early results dashed their optimism. When Westinghouse proudly unveiled its 70-volume SATAN
code in 1970, AEC staffers discovered errors in the code indicating that the company’s Emergency Core Cooling System might fail in an accident.
The problems of the SATAN code helped lead to a major rulemaking hearing in 1972 on the adequacy of both emergency cooling system designs and
accident codes. Those hearings revealed just how embarrassingly uncertain and rudimentary the early codes were about what happened during an
accident. The AEC and later the NRC had to make a huge investment in creating more robust – and accurate – codes. Additional research that
produced the RELAP-5 Code that became an industry standard worldwide. REFRESH is an occasional series where we revisit previous blog posts.
This post first ran in July 2011.

Comments
comment #1657924 posted on 2016-06-29 10:30:24 by Nikohl Vandel
Punch cards ... I colored on the backs of them at my dad's office as a girl. I think what I like about these flash backs, is the commitment we had to
creating this new source of power. Today the question of humanity's survival with nuclear power and weapons is being asked by more and more
people impacted by this industry's deadly power. If THIS industry doesn't have dramatic technical shifts to reveal its ability to manage any of the data
we do now know, it will fail despite the NRC's best efforts to help it. NRC can be more helpful if it was slightly less accommodating to business and
more protective of the People of the United States and their land.
comment #1657949 posted on 2016-06-29 17:38:46 by Anonymous
Having a sophisticated code is one thing, but the reality is how many licensees of operating reactors indeed have run these codes to suite their field
configuration to the satisfaction of the NRC staff is important. After all, some of the vintage reactors that were licensed in 60s and 70s have to be
mentally pictured and how efficiently the staff enforce accident modeling to the present generation RELAP-MOD3 version to date. Also RELAP has
its limitations in 3D modeling, as well as in flow stratification in an accident condition - they have their own limits!
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